01: AK RESERVE
Includes WA Basketball Centre, Rugby WA and WA Athletics Stadium.

02: UWA SPORTS PARK
Includes, McGillivray Oval, UWA Hockey, AJ Williams Pavillion, Western Australian Institute of Sport, UWA Tennis Centre, HBF Stadium and UWA Amenities.

03: CSIRO

04: UWA FIELD STATION

05: MATTHEWS NETBALL CENTRE

06: PAT GOODRIDGE HOCKEY CENTRE

07: PARA-QUAD ASSOCIATION WA

08: CANCER COUNCIL

09: WATER CORPORATION

10: WESTERN POWER

11: CHRIST CHURCH GRAMMAR SCHOOL (Future playing fields)

12: JOHN XXIII COLLEGE

13: SHENTON BUSHLAND

14: COTTESLOE GOLF COURSE

15: MOUNT CLAREMONT OVAL

16: KARRAKATTA CEMETERY

17: QEII MEDICAL CENTRE

18: UWA

*Maps on this page are indicative only and may not be exactly to scale.*